Brief Review

The Society of Exploration Geophysicists of Japan (SEGJ) was established in May 1948 with the objectives to promote the science and technology of geophysical exploration as well as to encourage mutual communication among the members.

The first issue of the journal "Butsuri-Tanko (Geophysical Exploration)" was published just a month after the establishment. The journal was renamed "Butsuri-Tansa" in 1986. For the convenient distribution of academic information in this field, the journal was digitalized in 2017.

SEGJ was reorganized as a general incorporated association in 2001, and then as a public interest incorporated association in 2013. SEGJ has been responsible in promoting exploration activities and information dissemination in public as well. And SEGJ now reinforces the activities for the disaster prevention and control and maintenance of social infrastructure as the public service.
**Member service**

**Electronic Library:**
All articles published for past academic conferences, society journals, and collections of international symposium articles have been archived in PDF formats, and made available for retrieving, viewing, and downloading for SEGJ members.

**SEG Global Meeting Abstracts Available Online:**
SEGJ members may download SEG Global Meeting Abstracts online.

**Society’s Publications:**
Members can submit articles for SEGJ’s journal “Butsuri Tansa” (Geophysical Exploration), the English journal “Exploration Geophysics”, and academic conferences at member prices. Members can also submit articles for “Butsuri Tansa News” (Geophysical Exploration News).

**English Journal “Exploration Geophysics”:**
Publication of SEGJ’s English journal “Exploration Geophysics” commenced in 2004 in cooperation with ASEG, KSEG and SEGJ, which have provided diverse research findings based on geophysical exploration studies and applied physics, including case studies, data interpretation technologies, and establishment of prospecting theory, etc. Past articles are available online for SEGJ members.

**Technical Conferences/International Symposium**

**Academic Conference and Onsite Tour:**
SEGJ organizes an academic conference biannually (in spring and fall), in which about 100 presentations, a symposium, and special lectures are held. During the fall session of the conference, onsite tours are held for exchanging opinions on diverse technologies.

**SEGJ International Symposium and Technical Tour:**
With the co-sponsorship of foreign geophysical societies, SEGJ has organized the SEGJ International Symposium at intervals of two to three years, along with a technical tour and opinion exchange with overseas researchers.

**The 13th SEGJ International Symposium**
**Date:**
12 - 14 November 2018
**Venue:**
National Olympics Memorial Youth Center
**Location:**
Tokyo, Japan
**Technical program:**
- Oral and poster presentations
- Keynote lecture
- Exhibition
- Outdoor demonstration
**Social program:**
- Evening reception
- Technical tour

[http://www.segj.org/is/13th/](http://www.segj.org/is/13th/)